Our Vision:
To continually learn and adapt to improve care and client outcomes because we have:
- culture of enthusiasm for learning
- readily available knowledge of all kinds (data, feedback, research, reflection)
- meaningful engagement of clients, families and partners
- everyone sees themselves as evaluators
- a responsive system so we can quickly make changes
- and a culture where it is safe to learn, try new ideas and tell the truth, even when it makes us uncomfortable.

Create shared priorities in collaboration with clients and families across the lifespan, clinicians, community partners and research

Develop a framework for integrated learning and commit resources and protected time to evolve learning and adaptation

Invest in capturing and quickly acting on client-relevant data

Elasticize our infrastructure for real-time integration and action on feedback, data and research

Build capacity for "prototyping" mindset so innovation is not project or funding dependent

Deepen safety culture for courageous learning, risk, listening, truth-telling, trying new things

Insights from Learning Health System Campfires

- Develop core universally accepted metrics prioritized by families and applied to everyone regardless of diagnosis
- Pick three or four Big Needs that we can bring data and diverse expertise/ experience together and prototype new ideas
- We need dedicated time and resources for clinicians to connect with community partners and clients/ families
- Bring people together across diverse expertise and experience around big questions and needs
- Develop capacity for everyone to collect, pull, visualize and understand data and feedback and integrate ideas across disciplines and perspectives
- Every clinician should have an opportunity to partner with research
- Create a structure for “just in time” sharing of new learning
- Collaborate with clients on high level data markers that can be tracked across 6F dimensions within and beyond HB and structure innovation around these needs
- Everyone at HB will see their own ongoing development as an opportunity for impact and energy
- Every client should have their data harmonized and integrated throughout their journey at HB and across the system